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This essay is to help inform Unificationist pastoral and parental guidance regarding sexual matters, and to 
assist individuals within the faith community to reconcile the confusing messages from popular culture and 
mainstream psychology with their aspiration to sexual integrity.[1] 

It is based on my professional experience as a licensed mental health counselor trained in marriage therapy and 
who conducted a private practice specializing in compulsive masturbation and pornography use, a pastoral 
counselor to our members over the years, the first director of the High Noon sexual integrity program, and co-
developer of the three levels of the American marriage Blessing preparation workshops. 

It is rooted in the concepts of Divine Principle, the published speeches of Sun Myung Moon and anecdotes 
about him, and draws from the work of Yoshihiko Masuda, Ph.D. in his True Love, Sex and Health, published 
by Cheong Shim GST University Press (2009)[2], and "True Love and Heavenly Sex in the Age After the 
Coming of Heaven," a talk given in Prague in 2007[3]. I also borrowed from my prior reflections and research 
as a co-author of Educating for True Love: Explaining Sun Myung Moon's Teaching on Morality, Family and 
Society (2006)[4], with some of this essay adapted directly from that book. 

 

Unificationist Paradoxes 

The Unificationist faith is full of intriguing paradoxes and extremes. It holds sex outside of sacred marriage as 
the gravest sin, the very origin of all evil and suffering. At the same time, it exalts sex within sacred marriage 
as the holiest of communions among husband, wife and God. 

Another related paradox is while there is a strong emphasis on prayer, denial of bodily appetites and other 
efforts to mobilize spiritual forces, simultaneously it views the physical body and all its natural processes as 
holy[5] and invaluable for spiritual growth. 

A third paradox is upholding an uncompromising standard of aiming for such complete integrity and empathy 
with God's heart that we are incapable of sinning, while also teaching that even the worst criminals are 
cherished by God and every person will eventually be fully restored to heaven. 

Sun Myung Moon embodied and harmonized these extremes[6]. He would pray for hours on end, and caution 
followers to ruthlessly fight their physical desires, especially sexual urges. On the other hand, he was an earthy 
fisherman who delighted in talking, also for hours on end, about the great significance and joys of marital sex 
and how to make love well. He pushed followers to make supreme sacrifices to ease the divine suffering, yet 
he showed tremendous compassion to individuals grappling with inner conflicts and could offer measured and 
accessible guidance.[7] 

Hence, when we come to the topic of masturbation, which Father Moon seems to have spoken little about in 
recorded speeches, we might lean towards forbidding it as a selfish, sinful act. On the other hand, we might 
frame it as a relatively harmless way to relieve physical tensions -- indeed, maintain sexual integrity and 
prevent sexual sin -- if kept within moderation. 

 

Ownership of the Sex Organs 

Yet Father Moon's central teaching about sexual ethics certainly suggests that adult masturbation is at least 
mistaken or immature, if not immoral. He observes that the sex organs are only part of our bodies that fulfill 
their purpose through someone else. Let's consider this for a moment. 

The genitals don't just fulfill their purposes of bonding and reproduc-tion through their counterparts within the 
opposite sex. They are also most fully experienced by their owner through the other. The man must offer his 
body to the woman for her to experience the full meaning of her own physical sexuality, and vice versa. In 
other words, the husband will most fully feel his penis when gripped by his wife's vagina, and a wife uniquely 
experiences her own vagina when filled by her husband's penis. (I say this without reference to what 



 

 

technologies can do. I also recognize that a woman's clitoris may not be stimulated to orgasm by intercourse 
alone.) 

Therefore, our sexual organs are not ours to do with what we please. They belong to our future or present 
spouse[8]. We are their caretaker of our genitals, but our mate is their owner. Father Moon says it quite 
bluntly: "You are only the custodian of your sexual organ, which exists for the sake of your mate, who has true 
ownership. You therefore have no freedom to abuse those parts."[9] 

This view echoes and focuses what the Jewish, Christian and Islamic scriptures also say in their ancient 
wisdom. "The believers are… those who guard their private parts except with their spouses." (Qur'an 23.511) 
"The wife does not have authority over her own body, but the husband does; and likewise, also the husband 
does not have authority over his own body, but the wife does." (1 Corinthians 7.4) 

The Jewish tradition goes so far as to give wives the right to regular and satisfying sex (the Torah even 
stipulates the frequency and quality according to his occupation); the wife has no similar obligation except she 
may not refuse sex to punish him. 

Of course, this divinely ordained entitlement and sense of ownership are based on an attitude of sacrificial love 
and respect. The Bible goes on to say that, "Even so, husbands should love their wives as their own bodies. He 
who loves his wife loves himself." (1 Corinthians 7.5). 

The spouse has no freedom to demand or abuse their mate's sexual parts. The duty of spouses to satisfy each 
other sexually is just part of the larger promise to care and deny themselves for each other, to be one in true 
love. 

Sacred sexuality 

Going one step further it might be helpful to also remind ourselves that Unificationism declares the sexual 
organs to be the most holy creation of all, God's most magnificent masterpiece: "The most precious part of the 
human body is not the nose, the eyes, the hands, or even the brain. It is the sexual organs, the main organs of 
love… [and] sanctuary of life."[10] 

When a spiritually mature husband and wife unite their genitals in lovemaking, there is a mystical meeting of 
the human and divine at that moment, for the enjoyment of all three participants, and generating tremendous 
creative power. 

In marriage, lovemaking strengthens the partners' bond and renews their love[11]. It reminds them of the 
uniqueness and exclusivity of their relationship. It helps to mend rifts and revitalize their connection. Learning 
to harmonize one another's opposite sexual responses represents the larger growth challenge of marriage, 
bringing two individuals into one. 

The constant potential for creating a new life inherent in lovemaking symbolizes the greater purposes seeking 
to work through the couple beyond their control. When the partners lose themselves in orgasm, it reminds 
them to surrender to joy and play, and to humbly thank God and each other for this gift. 

Thus, the implications of our use of our sex organs are immeasurable: "All love, life, and lineage are connected 
with the sexual organs of men and women. Heaven or hell begins at this point."[12] 

This echoes the sentiments of the Jewish and Christian traditions, which see sex relations as so important that 
they are forbidden outside the responsibilities and commitment of marriage. And the ancients included all 
sexually arousing activities in this category. 

Given that the human genitals are so sensitive and orgasm is so intense, no sexual experience is insignificant. 
This is particularly true of those in youth. Each early sexual event is a learning moment, one that imprints the 
brain profoundly. These experiences are either training the brain to associate sex with high principles of the 
heart and conscience, or emptiness and instinct.[13] 

Father Moon reminds us that the act of sex is "lovemaking," that is, it generates an emotional bond between 
two people (the pretenses of our current hook up culture notwithstanding).[14] It also miraculously creates life 
and perpetuates lineage. 

Sexual love is arguably the most momentous of ordinary things that ordinary people do, given its far-ranging 
implications. One liaison can lead to the birth of a person who changes history for countless generations. Or 
create a bond with the wrong person such that it divides a family and even a community. Our genitals have this 
power. 

The Holy Place 

Christian scripture says, "Every other sin that a man commits is outside the body, but the sexually immoral 
man sins against his own body. Or do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit…?" If the 
body is this temple, then Unificationism asserts the sexual organs represents the innermost sanctuary, the 
holiest place, the shrine and palace of love.[15] 

The sexual organs truly represent our spirit and heart. Just as these organs cannot fully fulfill their purpose 
without our mate, so it is with the desire of our hearts for deep and intimate companionship -- this desire can't 
find fulfillment without our mate either. 



 

 

Indeed, the heart and the sexual parts are mysteriously connected. One moves the other. We know that 
oxytocin and other neurochemicals are involved but it is still mysterious, this reinforcement between the 
communion of lovers' hearts and union of their genitals.[16] 

Is masturbation a sin? 

From this standpoint, it appears clear that engaging in sexual activity with someone other than the spouse is 
abusing the gift that we have been entrusted with. This is the most serious implication of the teaching, and 
Unificationism has insights that elaborate on the destructive consequences. 

But it also follows that masturbating might be a problem too. It would seem our sex organs are not intended by 
God to be our private amusement park. Male and female genitals are designed for one another, not for reaching 
climax by mimicking the sensation of intercourse using hands or other means. 

At Cheong Pyeong, the Unificationist international training center, husbands were cautioned that indulging in 
masturbation while living with their wives is wrong. On the other hand, according to Masuda, Father Moon 
allowed that husbands who will be months if not years away from their marriage beds on religious missions 
may masturbate while recalling their wives.[17] 

It seems clear that although Father Moon was not opposed to sexual self-stimulation strictly on principle, 
masturbation under ordinary conditions of living with one's spouse is a sin, inasmuch as it violates God's 
purpose and desire. 

Infidelity of the heart 

In the Catholic tradition, this issue has long been unambiguous. Masturbation is "an intrinsically and seriously 
disordered and sinful act," which has nothing to do with the self-giving and uniting purposes of sex.[18] 
Likewise, "Jews are rabbinically forbidden to engage in… masturbation," declares one source.[19] 

We also cannot ignore Jesus's famous reference to the problem of sexual fantasy. He warned that thinking of a 
person lustfully is committing adultery within our heart.[20] Certainly this covers someone bringing 
themselves to orgasm while thinking of someone to whom they are not married. Though the Bible says little 
that is directly relevant about masturbation per se, this teaching certainly indicts the sexual fantasies that 
accompany self-pleasuring as sin. 

Sin, guilt and shame 

Even as we understand the activity to be sinful, ironically, discussions of sin can do more harm than good 
when dealing with those indulging in masturbation. Guilt and shame over sin tend to readily become excessive 
and unproductive, aggravating stress and distress that might already be poorly coped with in the first place 
through sexual gratification. 

Often the notion of sin feeds into doubts about being loveable and acceptable to God, which is particularly 
unhelpful for the child or adolescent or sex addict who needs to learn to trust in divine power and love. In other 
words, beyond a certain point, religious guilt and shame can just make the habit worse, and foster more 
discouragement, despair and isolation.[21] 

In addition, research suggests that sexual arousal plus guilt ends up creating a mix of the usual dopamine plus 
adrenaline (from the fear of punishment). This combination is more potent than arousal without guilt, and can 
train a young person to get used to that experience. This is why many people crave pornography or actual 
situations involving what they think is "dirty," illicit and forbidden -- to reproduce the enhanced high they 
remembered in their youth.[22] This is one more reason why using guilt and shame to curb masturbation are 
counterproductive. 

It is probably most useful to emphasize that, as with any moral error, the significance of masturbation being 
sinful is not that the Divine Parent rejects us when we participate in that behavior, but rather that the 
consequences of natural law punish us and cause harm to others, whether we notice this or not. 

It is also to note the difference between adult masturbation and that of children and adolescents.[23] 

Teenage masturbation 

Masturbation is a common arena for self-exploration for young people past puberty, who discover the pleasure 
of orgasm either by accident or through the guidance of others. 

Yoshihiko Masuda, author of an authoritative Unificationist sexuality guide, concedes this is nearly impossible 
to prevent, and excusable in the young adolescent. It can become a repetitive source of pleasure to provide 
comfort to deal with boredom or distress, however, and in this it is similar to the toddler who sucks her thumb. 

Thumb sucking 

The common habit of thumb sucking provides a useful reference point in several ways. Both behaviors use a 
body part for a purpose for which it is not designed. Both behaviors trick the body into responding as if 
another activity were going on. Both are commonly self-discovered as part of childhood. Both tend to be 
outgrown and cease on their own (at least this was true for masturbation before the days of ubiquitous internet 



 

 

pornography). Both can be destructive if carried on too intensely and/or for too long (prolonged thumb sucking 
can distort the growing mouth and teeth, for example). 

Comparing masturbation to sucking the thumb is useful to remind us that immaturity is naturally at least 
somewhat self-centered, so the selfish use of the genitals is simply what we might expect in youth. But as 
people mature and take on greater powers and responsibilities, they are expected to shed selfish behaviors, 
because selfishness becomes that much more damaging to others and ourselves. This can be applied to the 
juvenile behavior of masturbation. 

One more related idea: Toilet training is one of the milestones of maturity for the toddler along with giving up 
thumb sucking. Control of the excretory functions is the first big physical control challenge for a child. 

We could argue that the next great physical discipline challenge is presented after puberty. It too involves the 
pelvic area, but this time it is the reproductive organs. Control of sexual urges is another milestone of maturity, 
but one that many adults never fully achieve.[24] 

While on this subject, it is pertinent to remind ourselves of the basic premises of spiritual and emotional 
maturity: self-control and discipline of the body. Father Moon said his motto was, "I must control myself 
before I desire to control the universe."[25] This builds on the foundation of the Bible's words: "I discipline my 
body and make it my slave,"[26] and "know how to possess our bodies in sanctification and honor."[27] 

What is not masturbation 

One point to clarify is what is not included in our topic of masturbation. For example, we have orgasms and 
ejaculations during sleep. In men, the release of semen during sleep, called nocturnal emissions or wet dreams, 
is not masturbation. 

This is a natural and involuntary process in especially younger men to clear out stale semen and sperm -- and 
why neither masturbation nor partnered sex is necessary for that particular health purpose. Women also can 
readily have orgasms during sleep but unlike men, show no physical evidence. 

Some make the case that erotic dreams are the cause of this phenomenon, and that a person can pray and 
cleanse their thoughts to discourage such dreams. In other words, there is the argument that people can be 
responsible for such nighttime orgasms, and that even they might be masturbating while asleep. 

Even if there may be dreaming involved, unconscious self-stimulation or even the involvement of the spirits of 
deceased persons during sleep, pinning responsibility on the sleeping person is unreasonable fault-finding. 
Given the many unconscious early childhood and unknown ancestral factors affecting all of us, no one should 
be held accountable for what occurs during sleep.[28] 

In addition, for those who interpret both orgasms and ejaculations during sleep as well as masturbation itself to 
be a form of "spiritual fall" resembling our first ancestor's intercourse with the wholly spiritual being, this is an 
invalid interpretation, according to Masuda.[29] 

Now let's take a practical look at masturbation, both the possible benefits and problems. 

 

Possible Benefits of Masturbation 

Regarding specific benefits, some argue that having some experience in self-pleasuring allows you to 
understand your own arousal and therefore you can communicate this to your spouse to help him or her to 
bring you to sexual satisfaction.[30] However, this kind of pleasuring can readily be done in the presence of 
and with your spouse as part of your shared sexual explorations in the beginning of your marriage. 

Mutual masturbation between spouses can also have a place in your repertory of lovemaking, especially during 
the late stages of pregnancy or during illness or other time when physical challenges make intercourse difficult. 
It is ideal for one spouse to bring the other to orgasm in other ways when intercourse is not possible. 

During Separation 

When spouses are separated for long periods of time or one spouse has an extended illness or exhaustion, 
masturbation may be an appropriate option for occasional relief of sexual tensions, especially if the spouse 
knows of this practice and is kept in mind during the climax.[31] 

The fullness of Father's guidance to missionaries was that self-stimulation was permissible, "When a husband 
and wife must live apart for a long time… [and] if a husband yearns with a pure heart and longs one hundred 
percent only for his wife while masturbating."[32] 

Notice the two conditions stipulated. One is a long separation, so this was not meant to provide an excuse for 
husbands or wives to indulge themselves due to a lack of lovemaking with their spouses or as a way to avoid 
their mates. 

The other is a sincere, focused longing for the spouse as the object of sexual arousal and climax. "One hundred 
percent only for his wife" means not looking at or imagining others. "Yearns with a pure heart" suggests it is a 
desire for the mate as a whole person, not just his or her body as an object of sexual arousal. 



 

 

Needless to say, these stipulations are clearly meant to exclude the typical accompaniment to married 
masturbation -- pornography or pornographic fantasies. 

Health Reasons 

Father Moon has declared, "Sexual satisfaction is absolutely necessary for a woman's health."[33] Research 
confirms that married lovemaking fosters optimal health especially for women. 

Regular sex -- let's assume one or two times a week -- promotes better sleep, relieves stress, improves 
immunity, boosts women's libido, bladder control and resistance to depression, protects men against heart 
disease and prostate cancer, lowers blood pressure for both, relieves all manner of pain, and even improves 
brain performance. 

Masturbation does not seem to deliver these health benefits to the same degree.[34] However, if a husband or 
wife cannot have marital intercourse or enjoy any kind of genital sex-play due to the spouse's long term 
unavailability, and if the partner agrees, it may be appropriate for a spouse to employ masturbation for health 
reasons. 

Speaking of health, we have to acknowledge that for centuries, one treatment for women's nervous issues (until 
recently called hysteria) was for a doctor or nurse to masturbate them. This would temporarily alleviate 
nervousness, anxiety, fainting and irritability that until even in the 1950s was considered widespread.[35] 

Needed for singles? 

Some of these benefits seem to transfer to those who have orgasm by whatever means, so many experts 
recommend masturbation for single persons. However, this has to be weighed against the many detrimental 
effects noted above. 

And besides, it makes sense that sex would be advantageous for young adults because it is included among all 
the other myriad advantages that marriage holds -- for health, wealth, maturity and satisfaction. In other 
words, the real need people have is for marriage, so the answer is not solo sex; it is committing to a partner in 
early adulthood and helping to fulfill each other's many needs. 

Exaggerated sexual "needs" 

Let's take a moment to explore this unquestioned Western assumption that all people have sexual "needs" that 
must be satisfied one way or another -- partnered or unpartnered, married or unmarried, at just about any age -- 
which so often justifies masturbation. 

Though our bodies may desire only another body -- or just sexual release -- the heart needs to connect with 
another heart, to love and be loved as a unique, irreplaceable person. This is essential for mental and physical 
health. We know, for example, that infants perish for lack of attention and touch from caregivers, and spouses 
often die of a broken heart soon after their partner passes away. The specific need of adults is for the 
experience of marital love -- whole-hearted, whole-person love. 

Some experts question if sex is even a drive at all since it is so dependent upon learning and will. "Sex is a 
natural urge, but the role it plays in your life and the importance you attribute to it… is a matter of free 
choice," concludes psychologist Peter Koestenbaum.[36] The pioneer sex researchers Masters and Johnson 
have stated, "In one respect, sex is like no other physical process… [it] can be denied indefinitely, even for a 
lifetime."[37] 

When opportunity for sex is not available for long periods of time as in military service, interest in it has been 
known to drop off to zero. Many married couples find themselves needing to schedule time for lovemaking 
because they otherwise become so busy that they forget. This is hardly on par with the need for food or sleep, 
which asserts itself within a matter of hours if neglected and becomes stronger, not weaker, the longer it is 
deferred. 

Sexual abstinence then, rather than signifying a state of unhealthy deprivation and frustration, can simply 
represent a redirection of erotic impulses, a sublimation of creative energies. 

Protection from greater mistakes 

Then there is the issue of motivation and the lesser of evils. Unificationism allows that intention can help 
determine if an action is right or wrong, and this appears particularly relevant to this discussion. 

If a single or widowed person or even a married person seeks relief and comfort through self-stimulation to 
avoid sexual involvement outside of marriage, certainly then masturbation can be a relative good. This may not 
be the most mature and responsible route, but it may be the best the person can do within the limits of their 
personal development, skills and circumstances. 

Other examples might include a spouse using masturbation temporarily to avoid becoming sexually demanding 
with their partners while they learn to work through their anger and frustration over more primary issues. (Of 
course, "temporarily" is the key word here -- otherwise, it is simply avoiding the hard work of creating a more 
harmonious relationship and learning to ask respectfully for what they want.) 

Releasing sexual energy 



 

 

Various Yogic practices are claimed to release and harness single person's sexual urges more constructively 
and effectively than masturbation. Some involve gentle genital massage, though the goal is relax rather than 
arouse, and to avoid ejaculation and orgasm. All the practices use breath and mental focus to circulate sexual 
energy around the body, to energize and create a natural high.[38] 

 

Problems with Masturbation 

There is a host of possible practical and spiritual problems associated with masturbating. We have to admit 
however that many of these issues have not been methodically investigated, though there is anecdotal evidence 
from the thousands of individuals who are currently seeking to curb this practice in their lives and who 
document their observations on internet forums.[39] 

This discussion is deliberately sidestepping the wider topic of internet pornography, since it has too many 
dimensions to discuss here. However, we will acknowledge that people rarely watch porn without 
masturbating and even among those who still masturbate after having given up pornography use retain those 
images in memory and they continue to influence their imaginations. 

Masturbation and pornography have a toxic synergy. It is masturbation which indelibly imprints pornographic 
images onto young brains and makes it such an intense and pervasive influence in their development. And it is 
pornography that aggravates masturbation's addictive quality. 

Distorted sexual desires 

The one area where research points clearly to the dangers of masturbation is in the development of what 
clinicians call paraphilias -- distressing or dysfunctional focuses of sexual desire. This includes fetishes or 
being aroused by objects, exhibitionism, sadomasochism and other conditions. 

Psychotherapist Michael Sheldon writes, "All paraphilias are primarily reinforced by masturbation."[40] 
Research shows that during heightened arousal brought on by masturbation, people are much more likely to 
find all kinds of unusual, morally questionable and illegal activities to be sexually appealing.[41] 

The combination of secret fantasies accompanied by orgasm is a strong training force, which is only magnified 
by the power of internet pornography. One 14-year-old boy reported tremendous distress over learning to be 
aroused by children due to the child porn he masturbated with over time.[42] Others are alarmed to have 
developed all manner of bizarre or violent erotic arousal patterns due to pornographic conditioning. 

Unfortunately, these distortions of desire that are imprinted during vulnerable adolescence are not easy to 
remedy. Sheldon further notes: 

Each episode of masturbation only further reinforces the paraphilic interest and reduces the possibility of modifying or 
eradicating it in the future… Once a paraphilic interest has fully developed, it is almost impossible to ameliorate.[43] 

Depression and intimacy issues 

Multiple studies show a connection between men and women having greater unhappiness with life and 
relationships -- or having a clinical depression -- and greater frequency of masturbation. This is not necessarily 
a cause and effect relationship, just a correlation.[44] On the other hand, some research shows greater mental 
health and relationship satisfaction associated with solo sex, so it is unclear.[45] What is not debatable, 
however, is that marriage and sexual intercourse are repeatedly shown to protect persons from depression. 

Similarly, there is some evidence that the super-stimulation from a strong masturbation habit may actively 
encourage shyness or social anxiety, an avoidance of relationships. Because the brain's reward system is 
important for socializing, any intense habit that hijacks that reward system -- such as a sex-related habit -- may 
rob people of motivation to connect with others. Likewise, those who have anxious and avoidant attitudes 
towards closeness and trust with others are more likely to favor masturbation over lovemaking with a partner, 
thus reinforcing those attitudes.[46] 

There are countless testimonies of people reporting that they lost their anxiety, depression and other issues 
when they stopped their masturbation habit.[47] 

To sum up: 

Masturbation has been associated -- mainly among men -- with less sexual activity with a partner, less sexual and relationship 
satisfaction, higher sexual dysfunction, and lower satisfaction with mental health and life in general.[48] 

Addictiveness 



 

 

Because orgasm is such a strong experience, it is natural that a depleted period follows as the brain returns to 
normal. It is also natural for many people that this period of low energy and mood -- especially when 
aggravated by depression, anxiety or guilt -- can translate into cravings for more orgasm to feel better. In other 
words, urges to masturbate can get worse the more they are indulged, particularly if it is every time they come 
up.[49] 

As with sugar and video games, masturbation is simply easily habit-forming. It can cause a cycle of sexual 
frustration that can never be quite satisfied, like drinking salt water. Studies show climaxes by masturbation 
are only a fraction as effective in reducing sexual desire as compared to partnered intercourse.[50] 

In addition, women find the hyperstimulation of vibrators to be particularly problematic. Almost half the users 
in one study expressed fear of becoming dependent on them.[51] 

Sexual problems 

Masturbation is more common among those reporting various problems of sexual functioning.[52] It is not 
hard to imagine how this could happen. If a boy started masturbating at age 13, say, and did this three times a 
week, especially with the current level of social and cultural support as he got older, he may have engaged in 
such self-pleasuring thousands of times before getting into a committed relationship in his late-twenties as 
most men do. It seems likely that such training as the brain was developing has profoundly conditioned the 
brain and sexual response for solo sex -- not in a way that encourages the best sexual functioning long-term 
with the same partner.[53] 

Risk of reduced capacity for orgasm 

Research shows that for many women, unlike men, the ability to experience orgasm is learned from 
experience. Many experts have assumed that if women masturbate, it can help them become more orgasmic 
during intercourse. However, extensive studies have shown no such benefit. Despite the recent widespread 
practice of self-pleasuring among women in Finland, for example, there has been no increase in capacity for 
orgasm; in fact, rates have declined.[54] Given that married women report the most sexual satisfaction, it 
seems likely that the best situation to learn to be orgasmic is in a secure and loving relationship, not alone. 

Quick climax 

Many men commonly masturbate in a way that trains their body to ejaculate quickly, which is exactly the 
opposite of the ability they need in marriage to bring their wives to sexual satisfaction.[55] The skillful lover 
seeks to sustain his erection long enough to allow his wife to savor the sensation and possibly come to climax 
this way, which may take many minutes. 

Premature ejaculation is the source of a lot of frustration, embarrassment and even shame for husbands. 
Though no research as yet confirms that masturbation is a contributing factor, it is reasonable to assume that it 
does not help.[56] 

Friction and frequency 

The carefully self-calibrated friction of using hands or some other aid to masturbate over time can prove 
problematic in the marriage bed. No spouse can ever duplicate those sensations, or at least not without a 
learning curve that the long masturbating spouse may have no patience for. 

In addition, no mate can provide the quick and predictable climax that masturbation brings, so it tends to set 
the person up for disappointment. "I can do it better myself, with less hassle" is the inevitable pattern of 
thinking that must be resisted, and many eventually succumb. Recall the scolding given to husbands at the 
Unificationist workshops in Cheong Pyeong; masturbating while married is not a rare problem even among 
highly religious spouses. 

Reinforced immaturity and selfishness 

The most obvious problem with habitual masturbation is the training it gives in using the part of ourselves 
solely designed for bonding with and dedicating ourselves to another -- our genitals and sexual expression -- 
and using them for personal gratification. That impulse that would lead us to grow and expand our hearts, 
minds and lives is instead turned inward, to tend to keep us small and immature. Again, the analogy to sucking 
the thumb seems apt. 

In the worst-case scenario, the long masturbating mate finds ordinary intercourse unsatisfying or even 
frustrating, and their spouse may discover them later masturbating to achieve orgasm. 

In addition, masturbation is essentially orgasm-on-demand. Given that partnered lovemaking depends on the 
availability and preferences of the other, the problem is obvious. When someone is accustomed to having 
orgasm on their own terms and timetable -- and this can sometimes be daily -- then adjusting to the partner's 
inclinations can be challenging, and the basis for demanding behavior and resentment. 

This is captured well by the British author, C.S. Lewis: 



 

 

For me the real evil of masturbation would be that it takes an appetite which, in lawful use, leads the individual out of himself to 
complete (and correct) his own personality in that of another (and finally in children and even grandchildren) and turns it back, 
sends it back into the prison of himself, there to keep a harem of imaginary brides.[57] 

Entrenched solitary habits 

When two truly virginal people marry, they can discover lovemaking together and learn how to accommodate 
each other. They have what Buddhists call the "beginner's mind" -- open, eager and free of preconceptions and 
expectations. They are easily delighted and the pleasure of their shared experience overshadows each other's 
clumsy first efforts. 

On the other hand, when one is technically a virgin but has a long history of sexual self-gratification -- and 
especially when it has been fueled by pornography -- then the innocent mind is long gone. The lovers are 
unequal as learning partners. The masturbator has all kinds of sexual preferences, solitary behavior routines, 
arousal patterns and often inaccurate, fantasy-fueled preconceived notions about what sex should be like. 

The highly opinionated spouse tends to dominate their early lovemaking experiments and explorations, 
pushing for this, being unsatisfied with that, and wanting what the other spouse is unaware of, too 
inexperienced to provide or as yet uncomfortable with. How can this be helpful? 

Relational laziness 

Good sex in marriage requires the skill of effective yet sensitive communication of your likes and dislikes. 
Masturbation makes this skill unnecessary. It thus promotes laziness and self-absorption, and turns what is 
naturally supposed to be a shared experience that fortifies a relationship into a solitary, selfish pursuit.[58] 

Orgasm is more challenging in the context of the actual relationship between a man and woman, but it is far 
more satisfying. In fact, brain studies show that intercourse produces four times more prolactin that a 
masturbatory climax, and prolactin is responsible for the quality of orgasm and sexual satisfaction. In other 
words, one could argue that compared to the potential joy of man/woman intercourse, the pleasure of 
masturbation is a mere shadow, what one author called "imitation orgasm."[59] 

Indeed, masturbation can make marriage itself seem unnecessary. Many have observed that the unprecedented 
scope of habitual use of masturbation and pornography has changed dating and mating patterns worldwide. In 
Japan, for example, two thirds of those under 35 years old are not in any romantic relationship at all, and half 
of those are virgins.[60] The young people themselves give masturbation as the cause. Twenty percent of 
Australian porn users prefer it to sex.[61] Why pursue a relationship when fantasizing and gratifying oneself is 
so much easier? 

That quote from C.S. Lewis continues: 

And this harem, once admitted, works against his ever getting out and really uniting with a real woman. For the harem is always 
accessible, always subservient, calls for no sacrifices or adjustments, and can be endowed with erotic and psychological 
attractions which no real woman can rival.[62] 

Unificationist John Lowen flatly asserts that male masturbation with pornography is "the scared response to a 
woman's God-given power."[63] Both sexes use this practice as an illicit way of managing their need for -- and 
anxiety about -- the opposite sex. 

Cheap escape through fantasy 

Fantasy can be a harmless diversion that renews us for stronger activity in the real world, or it can be an 
intoxicant that saps our motivation and keeps us from gaining traction towards our goals. Masturbation to 
sexual fantasies provides a false sense of receiving comfort, nurturance and affirmation while doing nothing, 
giving nothing and achieving nothing. It is one more example of using a physical activity to attempt to meet 
emotional and spiritual needs. At the very least, we are distracted from pursuing more satisfying and growthful 
activities. 

Ungroundedness 

The genital play of a child in purely a sensual experience. They enjoy the sensations and remain grounded in 
the body. Though they may come to rely on this distraction longer or more often than might be ideal, this kind 
of childish masturbation is a wholly physical pleasure like eating ice cream or sucking the thumb and as such 
is rather harmless. 

The self-stimulation of the adolescent and adult -- and the child corrupted by sexualized media -- is 
fundamentally different, however. This kind of masturbation is accompanied by images and memories that are 



 

 

amplified and animated by imagination. In this way, the activity takes the person more and more away from 
the here and now reality of the body and helps them escape into an ever more richly populated fantasy world. 

Apart from the problem of leaving the real world where actual growth and solutions can be found, there is the 
issue of the person developing the habit of associating sexual sensations with focusing within themselves. 

Focusing within and savoring our own bodily sensations -- what experts call entrancement -- is a common way 
to enjoy lovemaking. But a flesh-and-blood spouse likes a partner who is at least occasionally focuses outward 
and is emotionally present, engaged and responsive to their subtle signals, moment to moment, not someone 
always enraptured by visions in their own head -- not to mention visions which probably exclude the spouse. 
This is just another dimension of the problem of training ourselves in non-relational solo sex. 

Crippled motivation and performance 

Many men swear that the habit drains ambition and drive.[64] One blogger has sworn off the habit because it 
damages his professional performance: "When I masturbate, I become… lethargic, and my writing becomes 
limp and languid. I lose any motivation to do anything aside from lazing around in front of the TV."[65] 
Another blogger writes about how after masturbation, his sexual tension was gone, "[b]ut so was the focus and 
determination that I had before I looked at the porn the first time. That focus was useful. Transmutation of 
sexual energy is real."[66] 

Many men and women report a noticeable slump in libido and energy after orgasm that can last weeks, 
probably due to brain chemistry.[67] 

Indeed, sexual energy is our divine creative force. There are many traditions that speak of consciously 
channeling this force into genius and achievement and caution against dissipating it in useless sexual activity. 
Even among sports teams, for example, there used to be the practice of athletes abstaining from sex to boost 
their performance on the field the next day. 

Further, men are particularly motivated to advance themselves in life to attract the attention of a good woman, 
and to feel worthy of one. Thus, "[w]hen you are able to easily satisfy your needs without the hassle of being 
rejected by women," notes one writer, "then there leaves little motivation to improve oneself."[68] 

 

Not Necessarily Natural 

The usual argument for the healthfulness of masturbation begins with the unquestioned assumption of its 
normality. Studies show almost all men and many women indulge in it. How could something so universal 
possibly be harmful? 

However, this assumption is based on the fact that virtually all sexual research uses Western middle class, 
consumerist and sedentary college students as its subjects, a group that hardly reflects all of humanity. For 
example, among certain peoples living close to the land in Africa, they have no word for masturbation and 
have a hard time understanding it.[69] 

Research also shows animals masturbate when caged, and our over-scheduled, "over-screened," "over-seated" 
modern way of life is a kind of confinement unknown to humanity a few generations ago. "Might today's 
nonstop pursuit of orgasm may be an attempt to self-medicate in the face of stressful conditions that our brains 
have not evolved to handle well?," asks one author.[70] 

Tellingly, the first concern about the destructive effects of masturba-tion was recorded in the 1700s when 
European children started going to boarding schools -- disconnected from parents, regimented and harshly 
disciplined, and in other words, confined. 

Obstacle to marriage 

Many of the problems of masturbation are well expressed by a young Unificationist: 

I attended a [marriage preparation] workshop when I was 15 and was told for the first time that masturbation was morally wrong. 
I became frustrated with my body as I tried to stop. It was like an itch that I had to scratch. Eventually I gave up trying to resist. I 
thought that I only masturbated because I wasn't having sex. I thought sex would feel much better, and replace masturbation. 

I was blessed [in marriage] at 20. I would ejaculate when I had sex, just as I would when I masturbated. It was upsetting to learn 
that sex didn't feel much different. Also, I became angry at God, because I wanted to experience something better, but couldn't… 



 

 

As soon as my spouse and I weren't having sex often enough, the itch to masturbate came back and I couldn't resist. During 
periods of no sex, I would become passive-aggressive toward my spouse, upset that she wasn't sensitive to my "needs"… needs 
that at the time, I assumed she was supposed to fulfill. 

Masturbation is wrong because it goes against what the sexual powers were designed for, because it is inseparable from illicit 
fantasies, because these fantasies take on a life of their own, and because it draws the erotic longing backward into Self instead of 
outward. It doesn't "release" lust, but reinforces it, so that next time the temptation is stronger yet.[71] 

 

Practical Guidelines 

What then are practical guidelines regarding masturbation? 

Ask your spouse 

Given the many detrimental aspects of masturbation especially for couples -- not to mention the spiritual 
cautions against it -- it seems clear that it is something to be avoided as much as possible. 

However, for spouses, the fairest way to deal with masturbation is as with a joint bank account. Would anyone 
like to find out that their spouse has been secretly withdrawing about 25% of their account for their own 
personal use? On the other hand, this would not be a problem if indeed they both had agreed to it. 

In the same way, if a spouse wants to masturbate -- when their mate is ill or on a long trip, for example -- they 
can ask their husband or wife for permission and if they would like to be informed if and when they 
masturbate. Then they are treating each other like the co-owner of their bodies that they are. (This requires that 
each spouse is empowered enough to set a boundary.) 

Meet the greater need 

For young people not yet married, sexual tensions can be very great in the present culture, where commercial 
interests constantly seek to inflame sexual desire to sell products. It is not just the sexualized environment that 
increases vulnerability to masturbation, however -- it is also the endemic loneliness, stress and spiritual 
emptiness of our hyper-individualistic society. The latter conditions perhaps pose the greater threat. 

Wise singles avoid sex-saturated media as best they can, but more importantly, they recognize their need for 
strong friendships and family connections, healthy stress-relieving pastimes, and spiritually nourishing 
practices. When tempted to masturbate, they ask themselves, "What do I really want and need?" and seek it. 

What is too much? 

Inevitably the question arises for youth and other single persons who are unable or unwilling to forego 
masturbation entirely: How often is relatively harmless? What is excessive? 

This answer varies with each individual because of differences in temperament, libido and sensitivity, 
environmental pressures, past experience and other factors.[72] As a general guideline, a person needs to find 
the frequency that does not create cravings for more and does not become a substitute for healthier habits to 
relieve stress or other discomfort. And of course, this activity should not interfere with any responsibilities.[73] 

Besides frequency, there is the matter of method. Avoidance of unnatural pressure and friction is important -- 
no vibrators or strong grip that trains the body to expect what is not part of married lovemaking.[74] 

In addition, mindfulness to actual body sensations is best, so that it constitutes simple self soothing. This is 
contrast to getting lost in imaginary pornographic scenarios of fantasy sex or voyeurism with real people. As 
much as possible, it is best to imitate the innocent self-stimulation of childhood, anchored in the body and the 
moment instead of in the head, though this may be nearly impossible in our sex-saturated culture.[75] 

Help with quitting 

If the masturbation habit has already taken hold, it is smart to treat it as we might an overeating or smoking 
habit. Get additional guidance and support. Many effective programs exist, such as High Noon's Ascend,[76] 
but most vital is to end the secrecy regarding the habit. 

Talking honestly about the struggle not only reduces the guilt and shame around it -- which ironically, as we 
discussed, aggravates the habit -- but also creates an opportunity to feel accepted and respected 
unconditionally, despite an embarrassing habit. Experiences of true love like this are potent antidotes to any 
issues aggravating the problem. 



 

 

Treat it as childish 

For parents of children and teenagers, the way most would regard the toddler's habit of sucking the thumb may 
be the best response to the masturbation issue: 

Accept it as natural, inevitable and innocent at its inception. The child has discovered a pleasurable and 
soothing activity. They indulge in it for the same reason they like eating fruit: It's enjoyable. For them, it is not 
a "sexual" activity per se (unless and until it is linked to an overtly sexual activity like viewing pornography). 

As with thumb sucking, we can teach the young person it is a childish behavior to grow out of. Until then, tell 
them it is like any other activity involving their private parts -- do it privately, in the bathroom or bedroom, or 
other people become uncomfortable. But we can let them know we are always open and interested to hear 
about how they are managing their genitals, and want to guide them. (Given the shame that most of us grew up 
with regarding our genitals and sex, we have to overcome quite a bit of embarrassment to avoid shaming and 
scolding the child and avoid giving the signal that we would rather not talk about it.) 

Describing it as immature is more constructive than to frame it as sinful. (I have heard that prior to the Sexual 
Revolution in the 1960s, it was commonly considered juvenile and a passing phase, at least for boys, even as it 
was also considered sinful.[77]) Every young person naturally seeks maturity, while avoidance of sin as the 
single motivation can be problematic. It can create excessive guilt if the young person cannot control their 
habit.[78] And they may learn to cope by resorting to defensive atheism: "If I just deny God, then I don't have 
to worry about sin." 

As mentioned above, research is clear that healthy and balanced guilt can be an impetus to self-discipline, but 
shaming and cultivating excessive guilt and shame is demoralizing and reduces incentive to improve oneself. 

The Christian ministry Focus on the Family strikes the balance this way: 

It's important that we avoid heaping guilt on teenagers who find the urge to masturbate almost uncontrollable… We shouldn't 
condemn anyone for masturbating, but neither should we encourage them to continue in the habit.[79] 

Manage feelings 

Guide the young person towards more mature forms of managing their feelings, just as when dealing with an 
older child sucking their thumb. Parental attention is best aimed at teaching emotional regulation and resolving 
the distress behind the behavior more than focusing on the behavior. In other words, regard the self-stimulation 
as evidence of possibly excessive anxiety or other unpleasant feelings, and a lack of skill in and too few other 
outlets for managing those feelings. 

Teaching the child to talk about their unwanted feelings with the parents, friends and God, reading uplifting 
books or listening to music, employing exercise -- these and plenty of other methods are what mature people 
do to regulate their emotions. Since loneliness seems to be most common distress that masturbation seeks to 
alleviate, this is the key area for parents to help remedy. 

In general, the best route is helping the child to develop a host of healthy habits so that masturbation is simply 
not necessary. Masuda agrees; he advises parents to "discourage" the habit "but [also] create an environment 
where it is easier to not do it."[80] 

Accountability 

Like thumb sucking, concern is warranted if masturbation continues past a certain age and frequency. Perhaps 
when the child is old enough to understand the full purpose of their sexual parts -- in service to the heart's 
desire for marriage and the related idea of the ownership of their sexual organs -- then they are beginning to be 
mature enough to be accountable to avoid masturbation. 

Parents can introduce the goal of growing out of the habit and offer to help them with it. They can also 
certainly sympathize that it takes time to overcome a comforting habit, and in times of stress, it is normal to 
expect the young person to revert to more juvenile behavior. It may take quite a while for the habit to fade to 
occasional status (the goal of control may be more realistic than elimination for certain personalities and 
situations). If the youth seems to be unable to break a frequent habit, then more support may be needed. 

 

Vision of Greater Satisfaction 

Focus on the Family summarizes their faith-informed, practical approach this way: 

"We should do everything we can to help adolescents, young adults and married couples see that self-gratification is inconsistent 



 

 

with the purpose, goal and basic nature of sex… God has created men and women to experience sexual fulfillment on a much 
higher level – within the context of a marital relationship – and we don't want anything to jeopardize their chances of knowing 
that joy to the fullest extent."[81] 

High Noon, an organization of Unificationists, exemplifies and builds on this perspective. Its mission is to 
"champion True Parents' vision for heavenly intimacy" using a multi-pronged approach. High Noon Living 
offers information on the effects of pornography and masturbation, and provides recovery support to 
individuals (single men and women, husbands and wives) through small groups, educational courses, and 
accountability. These international programs are available in several languages and have already impacted 
thousands worldwide. 

High Noon Couples offers interactive education on lovemaking for married couples through retreats, courses, 
and webinars. High Noon Families' mission is to empower parents to have authentic, ongoing conversations 
with their children about love and sex through their curriculum and parent support community. 

Father Moon has said, "We must make best use of this precious gift from God and transform our married 
sexual life into a work of art. We are to make our spouse feel great joy." 

Ultimately what is behind the Unificationist concern regarding masturbation and other aspects of sexual 
morality is not just the avoidance of sin or the many detrimental consequences we have noted. Rather, it is the 
desire to clear away any obstacles to the optimal life of physical and emotional intimacy and joy that God has 
intended for us. Sexual expression in the right context has the power to bless the partners -- and the world -- in 
a way that nothing else can. 
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